Many group-living animals construct transportation networks of trails, galleries and burrows by modifying the environment to facilitate faster, safer or more efficient movement. Animal transportation networks can have direct influences on the fitness of individuals, whereas the shape and structure of transportation networks can influence community dynamics by facilitating contacts between different individuals and species. In this review, we discuss three key areas in the study of animal transportation networks: the topological properties of networks, network morphogenesis and growth, and the behaviour of network users. We present a brief primer on elements of network theory, and then discuss the different ways in which animal groups deal with the fundamental trade-off between the competing network properties of travel efficiency, robustness and infrastructure cost. We consider how the behaviour of network users can impact network efficiency, and call for studies that integrate both network topology and user behaviour. We finish with a prospectus for future research.
Introduction
Human societies depend on transportation networks to ensure the efficient distribution of people, products and information. Animals also construct transportation networks by modifying the environment to facilitate faster, safer and more efficient movement via trails or burrows. Here, we use the term 'animal transportation networks' to indicate networks built by groups of animals, leaving aside the internal resource distribution networks that form distinct and separate systems within the body of organisms (for example, vascular and lymphatic networks). Examples of animal transportation networks include mixed-species wild mammal trails, vole runway systems, termite tunnels, gastropod slime trails and ant trail networks.
The use of a transportation network has numerous benefits to network users. Following established trails can yield substantial energetic benefits: for example, walking on snow increases the heart rate of dogs by 4-6% compared with walking on hard surfaces (i.e. compacted snow) [1] . In marine snails, crawling across a previously laid mucous trail can reduce energetically costly mucous production by 28% [2] . In addition to energetic savings, trail systems form an externalized 'index' of resource distribution, allowing individuals to easily and quickly locate key resources without the need to memorize their exact location [3] . It has been hypothesized that the walled trenches built by some ant species aid the colony by reducing the number of individuals that get lost [3] . Underground burrows such as those built by naked mole rats, termites and some ant species provide a safe, easily defensible transportation system between a central nest and food resources. Transportation networks may therefore serve an anti-predator function by allowing users to make a rapid (and sometimes concealed) escape. When attacked, voles (Microtus) use expert knowledge of their trail networks (called 'runways'), and their many escape routes to out-manoeuvre attacking predators [4] . Transportation networks can also protect network users from harsh environments. Subterranean species living in arid environments are often sensitive to dry, desiccating air; underground tunnel systems provide an acceptable microclimate allowing individuals to forage even when the external environment is inhospitable (e.g. [5] ).
Although transportation networks are found in a variety of animals, spanning from insects to mammals, only recently have they been analysed in terms of their network properties. The lack of a unifying framework for studying animal transportation networks results in missed opportunities. For example, although many studies have mapped ant trail networks (examples include but are not limited to [3, [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] ), only a handful have used the tools of graph theory to determine the network's topological properties and functionality (examples include but are not limited to [13] [14] [15] [16] ). Those few studies that have analysed the topology of animal networks have found that animals are able to achieve remarkably good solutions to some of the central problems of network design. In this review, we aim to bring together disparate studies on animal transportation networks by focusing on three key areas of research: network topology, network morphogenesis and the behaviour of network users. We argue that a unified approach to understanding animal transportation networks will yield fruitful results in several fields of biology. The individual nodes of a network are characterized by their degree, that is, the number of edges directly connected to them. The distribution of node degrees over the entire network can give clues about the overall properties of the network (table 1) . For instance, many human and animal social networks, as well as other interaction networks, often have a 'scale-free' degree distribution, which means that they contain many nodes with low degree, but also some nodes with extremely high degree [23] . This is not the case for animal transportation networks, where the degrees of nodes are always small. This is largely a consequence of spatial constraints: it is unlikely that a large number of trails or galleries will intersect at exactly the same point. In addition, most transportation networks are built on the surface of the ground, and so are best described by planar graphs. In planar graphs, the average degree over all the nodes can never be larger than six (this is a consequence of the Euler formula for planar graphs, table 1). As node degrees lie in a relatively narrow range, the degree distribution of nodes in animal transportation networks is unlikely to be particularly informative. Nevertheless, some information can still be obtained from the comparison of the number of nodes of degree 3 and those of degree 4: nodes of degree 4 can be intersections of two trails of different animals that do not necessarily interact with each other, whereas nodes of degree 3 are bifurcations and always imply some form of interaction, in the sense that animals moving on different trails must share a common path at least on one branch of the bifurcation [24] . Any measure that quantifies how 'central' a node or an edge is with respect to movements across the network is called a centrality measure. The node degree itself is a local centrality measure. The betweenness centrality (table 1) of an edge measures the amount of traffic on that edge under the assumptions that (i) individuals move in similar proportions between all pairs of nodes and that (ii) they always follow the shortest path between their starting and ending destinations. This latter assumption can be relaxed, with the extremely opposite case corresponding to that of animals wandering completely at random until they find their target. This type of movement is captured by another betweenness measure, called random walk betweenness (table 1) , which is identical to the previous measure, but where the movements between destinations are governed by random walks.
By carrying information on the amount of traffic on an edge, betweenness measures can, in principle, be 'estimated' by real animals, through the frequency of encounters with other individuals or the local density of pheromone. At the same time, high betweenness edges tend to be localized on the shorter paths through the network. This is by definition, in the case of shortest path betweenness centrality, and also occurs in the case of random walk betweenness centrality for the simple reason that it is unlikely (although not impossible) that a random walk between a source point and a destination point will become exceedingly long without reaching the destination [25] . Because of these properties, betweenness-like rsif.royalsocietypublishing.org J. R. Soc. Interface 11: 20140334 Table 1 . Network measures. In this table, we provide an overview of commonly used measures that have a specific relevance for describing animal transportation networks. There exist several more detailed publications on networks, such as [17] , for network properties in general and [18] for spatial networks in particular.
Network mapping Primal network. The simplest way to associate a graph to a pattern of trails or galleries consists in mapping all branching points, intersections and dead-ends onto network nodes and the segments comprised between two intersections onto network edges. The network obtained in this way is often referred to as the 'primal' network. Dual network. Studies of human transportation networks have often preferred to adopt an alternative approach often referred to in the literature as the 'dual' network mapping, in which an entire trail, or street, or subway line, is mapped onto a node and there is an edge whenever two trails intersect [19 -21] . However, this dual mapping has found few applications to animal transportation networks so far, mainly because of the difficulty of assigning segments to the same or to a different trail across an intersection.
Classes of networks Spatial networks. Spatial networks are networks in which the nodes are embedded in some metric space, and the probability of existence of an edge between two nodes depends on their distance in this metric space. As an example, in air transportation networks the nodes (the airports) associated with specific locations and edges (direct flights between the airports) are more frequent within certain ranges of distances. Animal transportation networks are spatial networks in which not only the nodes, but also the edges (trails, galleries) are embedded in the Euclidean space, which imposes even further constraints to network topology.
Trees. A connected network that does not contain any cycles is called a tree. If a graph is a tree with N nodes and it is connected, then it has exactly N -1 edges. As these edges can be arranged in different configurations, it is possible to connect the same set of nodes to form several different trees. All these trees are spanning trees of the set of nodes, and spanning trees that minimize or maximize particular properties are of particular interest.
For instance, the minimum spanning tree is the tree in which the N -1 edges are chosen to minimize the total length of the network. The Euclidean Steiner tree also interconnects N points with the minimal length of network, but it also allows adding intermediate extra nodes and edges.
Rooted networks. In a tree network, it is possible to define a special node, called the root, and assign an orientation to all network edges 'towards' the root, or 'away' from it. For instance, in a river network, the estuary can be marked as the root, so that the orientation of the edges matches the direction of the flow. It is sometimes possible to define a root also for networks that are not tree, if we can identify one node as the source or the sink of network flows. Triangulations. Triangulated network are networks that connect all the nodes to form triangles (in the plane) or tetrahedra (in three dimensions). They are often used to model the network with the maximum number of edges compatible with physical constraints, for instance, the constraint of planarity for networks embedded in two dimensions.
Network measurements
Node degree. The degree of a node is the number of edges connected to it. In many social or interaction networks, the degree of a node is a proxy for the importance of the element represented by that node. One can also describe a network in term of the network-level measure of the node degree distribution, which describes the frequency distribution of all node degrees in the network. Scale-free degree distribution. A network is said to have a 'scale-free' degree distribution (or to be 'scale-free') if the frequency P(k) of nodes with degree k is approximately given by P(k) k 2g . While many interaction networks have been found to be approximately scale-free, spatial networks are never scale-free and the degree of their nodes always falls within a narrow range. In planar networks, for instance, the average degree cannot be larger than six, as a consequence of Euler formula (described below).
Cycles are sequences of adjacent edges starting and ending at the same node, such that there are at least two non-overlapping paths between any two nodes of the same cycle. For planar networks, which is the case for all trail networks on the surface of the ground, it is often interesting to focus on faces, which are cycles that do not contain other cycles, or the smallest regions of the plane bounded by edges. The Euler formula for planar graphs states that the number of faces F (including the unbounded infinite face outside the graph) is related to the number of nodes N and edges E through the relation N -E þ F ¼ 2.
Robustness. Robustness can be defined as the capacity of a network to preserve connectivity as increasing fractions of edges are removed. Edge removal typically leads to the fragmentation of a network in multiple disconnected components, and robustness can be measured by the fraction of nodes remaining in the largest connected component of the network. The path length d(v i , v j ) between the corresponding network nodes v i and v j , that is, the minimal length that an animal must traverse to navigate between v i and v j . The average path length over the entire network is defined as kLl ¼ (1=N(N À 1) ) P
where N is the total number of nodes.
Distances can be measured either as metric distances (metric length of the shortest path) or topological distances (number of edges forming the path).
(Continued.)
rsif.royalsocietypublishing.org J. R. Soc. Interface 11: 20140334 measures might provide local cues for the optimization of animal transportation networks, an aspect that we will discuss later in our review.
The transportation problem
Building efficient transportation networks, be that by animal groups, by cells during morphogenesis or by human engineers, always involves minimizing two different costs: the cost of transportation and the cost of infrastructure. This is the classic 'transportation problem', and its study can be traced back to French mathematician Gaspard Monge. Let us illustrate the problem here with an example. Suppose that you want to build a road system to exchange commodities between different cities. Independently of the number of cities, the solution that ensures fastest transportation consists of building a direct route between each pair of cities (figure 1a,e). This 'complete' network minimizes the path length between any two cities and ensures (all else being equal) the shortest travelling times and minimum fuel consumption. Complete networks therefore minimize the cost of transportation. However, the cost of such highly connected networks is staggeringly high since it requires the construction and maintenance of an extended road system, most of which will be underused.
The opposite solution would be to build the minimum length of roads necessary to connect all the different cities (figure 1b,f ). Such networks, which correspond to the Euclidean Steiner trees defined above, minimize the cost of infrastructure. However, the distance and time necessary to move between any two cities is comparatively high, and may involve transiting through a number of non-target destinations. Thus, the 'transportation cost' is high. The cost of infrastructure and the cost of transportation cannot be optimized simultaneously and networks that optimize either of these criteria typically do so at the expense of the other criterion. Networks are often designed so that they provide a good balance between efficient transportation (short average path length) and low infrastructure cost (short total network length); see, for example, networks represented in figure 2c,g. These intermediate solutions are optimal if we can show that they minimize one of the two costs when fixing the other.
In rooted networks, theoretical considerations indicate that transportation and infrastructure costs are minimized when the network is a 'tree' (i.e. has no cycles) and has no dead ends [26] . If animal transportation networks are built to minimize either transportation and/or infrastructure costs, then we might expect the networks of central place foragers (which are rooted) to be predominantly tree-like. In agreement with these theoretical predictions, all 11 Formica aquilonia foraging networks studied by Buhl et al. [27] were trees. Studies of foraging galleries dug by termites have not specifically aimed at quantifying the prevalence of cycles, however, several studies depict patterns of foraging galleries that are tree-like (e.g. [28, 29] ).
For animals that forage completely underground, such as some species of termites, ants and mole rats, digging is synonymous with searching for food. From this perspective, forming a cycle is equivalent to 'searching the same place twice', so an efficient exploratory tunnel network should minimize the number of cycles by being tree-like. There are simple mechanisms that may allow animals to minimize the number of cycles in their transportation networks. One potential mechanism consists of initiating new galleries at angles as large as possible from each other [30] . Bardunias & Su [31] found that Coptotermes formosanus termites were able to maintain a digging direction oriented away from the point of initiation of the tunnel, a mechanism that also allows to minimize the appearance of cycles. A similar The frequently used measure of branching order [9] is also essentially a measure of topologic path length, which counts the number of bifurcations on the path from a given network location to a root node (usually represented by a nest).
Some networks can be disconnected, so that not all the destinations can be reached through the network (imagine trails on either side of a large river). When the network is disconnected, the path length between disconnected nodes is infinite and as soon as a single node is disconnected it is no longer possible to compute the average path length for the entire network. To overcome these problems, the measure of network efficiency was introduced, which is defined in a similar way to the average path length, but sums the inverse of distances 1/d(v i , v j ) instead of the distances themselves. As the distance between two disconnected nodes is infinite, couples of nodes v i and v j that belong to disconnected components of the network contribute with zero to the total efficiency [22] . Centrality. Different network measures quantify how 'central' a node or an edge is with respect to the network. The node degree itself is a sort of local centrality measure. The betweenness centrality (or simply betweenness) of a node or edge v is defined as
is the sum of all the shortest paths between the nodes v i and v j , and c ij (v) is the sum of the shortest paths from v i to v j that pass through v.
The random walk betweenness is identical to the previous measure, but where c ij (v) and c(v i , v j ) are random walk paths between v i and v j . rsif.royalsocietypublishing.org J. R. Soc. Interface 11: 20140334 behaviour was observed when colonies encountered obstacles that forced them to change their heading. Although some species seem to have developed theoretically optimal tree-like networks, it is important to note that cycles are frequently observed in the rooted foraging networks of both ant and termite species. Are there conditions under which cycles might increase network performance? In order to answer this question, we should recall that animal transportation networks develop in unpredictable environments, under the continuous risk of damage, and where the availability and location of resources is constantly changing. It is important that animal transportation networks remain efficient not only under ideal conditions, but also when individual connections are disrupted and traffic has to be rerouted along different paths. Theoretical arguments by Corson [32] and Katifori et al. [33] indicate that the presence of cycles in rooted transportation networks optimizes transport when the load is subjected to fluctuations (for instance, if foraging sites are repeatedly emptied and replenished), or under the risk of accidental disconnections (e.g. trails becoming impassable at times). Cycles can therefore play an important role in increasing the robustness of a transportation network (see table  1 for a definition of robustness).
Reference models of animal transportation networks
In order to determine whether a network is consistently maximizing or minimizing a particular parameter, we need to build theoretical 'reference networks' that fulfil the same spatial constraints as the real networks, but which are known to maximize particular network properties. Examples of reference networks include Euclidean Steiner trees (described in the previous section) and triangulations (table 1) . Whereas Minimum Spanning Trees and Euclidean Steiner Trees minimize infrastructure cost at the expense of robustness, triangulations do the opposite, maximizing robustness and efficiency although with a higher cost. Reference networks provide a basis for comparing networks; we can say, for example, that a given network achieves a solution that has 40% of the connections of a maximally connected network, or that its length is equivalent to 140% of the length of the corresponding Euclidean Steiner tree. For example, Buhl et al. [34] studied the networks of galleries excavated by ants in a two-dimensional layer of soil, and compared them with spanning and triangulated networks. They found that the gallery networks achieved a balance between the cost of infrastructure and the cost of transportation. Another way to examine the optimality of a network is to compare network performance to a random network. This allows the researcher to ascertain the extent to which a network's performance is 'better than' an equivalent random network. One option is to build random networks that match the number of edges of the real network (i.e. with the same cost), but have random connectivity (i.e. no optimization for efficiency). This can be done by first building a triangulated network, and then removing a fraction of edges, according to a probabilistic rule, until their number matches the one observed in the real animal-built transportation network [34, 35] .
Comparisons with simulated reference networks are a particularly useful tool when studying non-rooted networks. By comparing the properties of real inter-nest networks to reference networks, two laboratory studies found that Argentine ant networks were more similar to minimal spanning trees and Steiner trees than to triangulated networks, suggesting that ants minimize the cost of infrastructure at the expense of transportation [14, 15] . By contrast, it seems that under field conditions, ants typically build inter-nest trail networks that balance transportation and infrastructure costs [16, 27] .
Reference networks can also be used to study the properties of rooted networks. For rooted networks, the cost of transportation is minimized if there is a direct, straight-line path connecting the root node to all the peripheral nodes (a 'star network'). The cost of infrastructure is instead minimized if the network is a Steiner tree built on the root node and all the foraging sources. Buhl et al. [27, 34, 36] developed measures to quantify the performance of real foraging networks in comparison to reference networks with minimum cost of infrastructure (the Steiner tree) and minimum cost of transportation (the star network). Based on these two reference networks, Buhl et al. defined a 'route (or transportation) efficiency' and a 'length efficiency' metric by normalizing the efficiency and length of real networks within the extremes defined by the star network and Steiner tree. Networks with high route efficiency therefore had minimal infrastructure costs, whereas networks with high length efficiency had minimal transportation costs. Real ant networks achieved good performance in both route efficiency and length efficiency, obtaining similar values to those reported for human-built transportation networks in an earlier study by Gastner & Newman [37] . 
Network morphogenesis
In the simplest case, trails and tracks are formed as a byproduct of individual animal movement, without any explicit communication or cooperation between network users. These self-organized networks arise because animals moving across space prefer to follow paths that are easier to traverse, such as areas of compacted ground or cleared vegetation. This is the case for the trail systems formed by ungulates across vegetation or snow [38] . The movement of animals contributes to soil compaction and helps to trample or remove vegetation and other obstacles, eventually making the newly formed tracks more attractive to other individuals, who are themselves seeking an easy walking surface. The increasingly compact trail becomes more and more attractive as new individuals preferentially move across it so that eventually a trail is formed. Network development is therefore an emergent process driven by the positive reinforcement generated by individuals trying to find the 'least cost path' through an environment [39] . The movement of human pedestrians across snow or grass can also produce trails through a similar mechanism [40, 41] . We term this form of network construction 'cue' based construction, as individuals are attracted to a cue (a smooth path) that is produced as a by-product of another individual's movement. By contrast, some transportations networks are 'signal-based' where an individual ('the sender') produces a behaviour with the specific purpose of attracting others [42] . For example, in Argentine ants (Linepithema humile), pheromones are continually deposited as ants move through the environment, irrespective of whether or not they have discovered food [43] . Trails develop because individual ants prefer to move across areas that have pheromone rather than areas that are unmarked, and attraction to trail pheromone increases with the amount of pheromone laid [7, 44] .
Reinforced random walk models
Trail formation in ants and other animals has often been modelled as a reinforced random walk phenomenon. For instance, Deneubourg and co-workers proposed a model for the formation of army ant trail patterns [45] inspired by empirical observations of ant collective behaviour in a controlled experimental set-up [46] . In their model, ants moved randomly from node to node along a lattice network, but experienced a higher probability of transiting to nodes with more pheromone marking. In turn, the amount of pheromone on the nodes increased as a function of the number of ants that had previously passed through the same nodes. Helbing et al. [40] studied a model of trail formation by ants and human pedestrians in a continuous two-dimensional space. In their model, agents move across space, and by doing so they increase the 'ground potential' (the attractiveness of the walking surface) at the position at which they are. The positive feedback loop is completed by the fact that individual walkers update their direction of movement based on the gradient of the ground potential produced by themselves and other individuals.
Because of the simple, self-organized nature of reinforced (random) walks, network formation by animal groups shares strong similarities with pattern-formation phenomena commonly produced in non-living systems (figure 2). From a mathematical point of view, Doyle & Snell [47] have shown that the random walk of particles or individuals along the edges of a network can be described with the same mathematical equations as those describing the flow of electric charges through an electric network, or the flow of fluids along hydraulic networks. The preference of animals for moving along the tracks already compacted by other animals has a parallel in the formation of dielectric breakdown patterns, whereby a non-conducting material increases its conductivity as a consequence of the passage of electric currents, or in the widening of a riverbed under the eroding influence of water current. Ma et al. [48] explored mathematically this analogy between trail formation phenomena and electric networks. In their model, the space is modelled as a network of wires with different conductivities, and animals move randomly along these wires with a probability that depends on the local conductivity of the edges. The positive feedback leading to the selection of a path is mediated by flow: the more electric charges/individual animals transit through an edge, the more conductivity increases along that edge.
The special case of digging
While the models described above differ from each other in many details, they all have in common the coupling between the movement of individuals and amplification mediated by trail attractiveness. In the case of underground galleries, the amplification mechanism reaches extreme proportions: as soon as a new gallery is formed, its attractiveness is immediately much higher than the attractiveness of the soil surrounding it. As a consequence, one expects that in the case of galleries, reinforcement is immediate and does not integrate information from multiple events, and the form and topology of the network is likely to reflect mainly the rules of movement of the individual random walk patterns. Consistent with this prediction, Buhl et al. could reproduce the growth and the general appearance of tunnel networks excavated by ants with a model that only implemented probabilistic rules for forming new branches with different orientations, but which lacked feedback loops [36] .
Network growth
Both animal-and human-built transportation networks grow and change over time. Adding new connections to the network usually involves paying additional infrastructure costs. These are risky costs to pay, as it is usually not possible to predict what impact, if any, the added trail will have on the transportation efficiency of the original network. Human engineers and urban planners minimize these risks by collecting data and running simulations before construction begins. Similarly, animal network builders have behaviours that allow them to minimize the costs of network expansion by collecting information prior to constructing new network components. In underground burrow networks, the high cost of digging means that energy can be saved by selecting the direction of tunnel construction before actual constructing starts. Solitary mole rats (Spalax ehrenbergi) use 'seismic echolocation' to determine the shortest digging path around an obstacle [49, 50] . Zambian mole rats use olfactory cues to orient their digging activity in the direction of potential food sources [51] . Furthermore, the cost of digging can also be reduced by concentrating digging activity at periods when the soil is easier to dig, such as when it is damp after a rain [39, 52] . This situation, in which network construction and transportation take place in discontinuous bursts of activity, is common for animals living in arid environments. The cost of building a foraging network rsif.royalsocietypublishing.org J. R. Soc. Interface 11: 20140334 in arid environments is larger throughout most of the year than the expected returns in terms of food collected; the best strategy is to simply postpone network construction until digging conditions become favourable again (reviewed in [53] ).
Pruning
In contrast to burrow systems, where digging a new tunnel involves a high energetic investment, animals moving on the surface of the ground may pay relatively low construction costs. Indeed, some species (e.g. Argentine ants Linepithema humile) are continuously laying trail pheromone [43] , a process which, if left unchecked, would result in an overly complex transportation network containing many redundant trails with no coherent organization. In this case, network morphogenesis is dominated by reinforcement and pruning of already formed trails.
Pruning phenomena, in which branches of a transportation network are progressively abandoned, are common events in the formation of animal transportation networks. Pruning processes theoretically allow new trails to 'prove their usefulness' for transportation, and therefore allow groups to selectively remove poorly performing links. In Argentine ants, long meandering trails tend to be abandoned, while short, more direct trails are retained [46] . Pruning strategies have also been observed within some termite nests, where less central connections seem to be progressively abandoned, and eventually closed with pellets, resulting in the selection of networks characterized by a small number of highly efficient communication routes [35] . Often network formation involves both a growth phase, characterized by the appearance of multiple trails and a simplification phase in which a fraction of the formed trails are pruned away [7, 14] .
Interestingly, pruning phenomena are also observed in the morphogenesis of transportation networks at different levels of biological organization, including mammalian vascular networks [54] , the mycelial networks of saprophytic fungi [55] and the pseudopod networks of slime moulds [56] . Pruning appears to be a widespread mechanism by which biological transportation networks are formed and optimized.
Network maintenance
Even the best transportation network will deteriorate over time if it is not maintained. Investing in road maintenance, although it involves short-term costs, can prevent the often large long-term cost of reconstructing a severely decayed network. Delayed infrastructure maintenance can also result in increased losses during transportation. In army ants (Eciton burchellii), gaps and spaces in the substrate are plugged by live ants who serve as 'pot hole' plugs [57] . Amazingly, individual pluggers carefully match their own size to the size of hole, and individuals cooperate to close larger holes [57] . Calculations suggest that plugging behaviour results in an increased resource-harvesting rate, by facilitating the rapid movement of food-laden foragers.
In ants, trail maintenance is often conducted by a specialized subset of the workforce. For example, leafcutter ants (Atta columbica) involved in trail-clearing have larger than average head widths, suggesting that they belong to a distinct morphological caste [58] . Although maintenance has largely been studied in ant species that make physical trails, the fact that pheromones generally evaporate over time means that pheromone trails are also in need of periodic maintenance. In pharaoh ants (Monomorium pharaonis), individual ants make frequent u-turns which serve to maintain trail quality by increasing the rate of pheromone deposition [59] . In leafcutter ants, the smallest caste ('minims') also perform frequent uturns [60] . When a trail is interrupted, the number of minims on the trail increases, suggesting that these individuals play a specialized role in pheromone trail repair. In mole rats, larger workers tend to do a greater amount of burrow maintenance than do smaller workers, possibly because, as a consequence of their body size, they are better able to handle the metabolic costs of digging [61] .
Cost of infrastructure and social behaviour
While efficient transportation infrastructures can 'emerge' simply because individuals follow each other's trails in the attempt to minimize their immediate transportation costs, when network morphogenesis is 'signal-based', animals directly invest time and energy in building their transportation networks. Most species of Microtus voles, for example, actively construct above ground 'runway' systems, which they clear by cutting vegetation [62] . Social caterpillars leave both pheromone and silk threads which are followed by other caterpillars [63] , and which collectively create a foraging network used to connect the caterpillars' nest to food sources [64] . When founding new colonies, female spider mites leave silk trails which are attractive to other females [65] , and which temporarily link founding colonies to new colonies.
The costs of network formation can be relatively high compared with the energy budget of the animal. Mikheyev & Tschinkel [66] estimated that subterranean colonies of the ant Formica pallidefulva invest up to 20% of their yearly energy budget on digging the galleries that form their transportation network. Vleck [67] estimated that for a small rodent such as Botta's pocket gopher (Thomomys bottae), the cost of digging underground burrows was 360-3400 times greater than the cost of moving the same distance on the surface (depending on soil conditions). The construction of above-ground networks can also entail significant costs. Several species of ant, including the meat ant (Iridomyrmex purpureus) and leaf-cutting ant (Atta and Acromyrmex spp.) actively clear their trails of fallen debris (reviewed in [68] ). Howard [58] estimated that the total annual cost of trail maintenance in leafcutter ants was 11 000 ant hours or the energy equivalent of carrying 8000 leaf burdens. However, while the absolute cost of trail maintenance may seem high, the colonies investment was relatively low considering the number of available workers [58] , and the potential benefit of clearing, which can reduce travel times by up to 10-fold (Johnson and Hubbell, unpublished, cited in [69] ).
Even though the costs associated with building and maintaining signal-based transportation network are not always high, they are crucially different from the costs incurred by animals simply following the least cost path (cue-based networks) in that there is no immediate reward for the individuals involved in network construction. This raises the question: why should an individual spend energy building or maintaining a trail, instead of exploiting trails built by others? Perhaps unsurprisingly, signal-based networks are almost exclusively built by highly social species, where the benefits of collective resource exploitation presumably outweigh the cost of active network construction. Indeed, it has been suggested that the high level of sociality developed by some species of mole rats would rsif.royalsocietypublishing.org J. R. Soc. Interface 11: 20140334 have been enforced by the necessity of sharing the costs of digging large foraging networks of galleries (reviewed in [34] ). There are, however, some reports of individuals 'free loading' by exploiting the established transportation networks of others. Several species of small mammal, for example, use the runway systems constructed by voles [4, 70] though they do not contribute to network clearing or maintenance [62] .
Decentralized optimization
Unlike many human-designed networks, animal transportation networks face the challenge of achieving efficient transportation in the absence of centralized control. The problem of network design is compounded by the fact that the individuals involved in network construction often have limited information about the properties of the network as a whole. The perceptual range of individual animals is relatively limited when compared against the size of their transportation networks. For instance, the networks of galleries inside an adult nest of the leafcutter ant Atta levigata consist of up to 7800 chambers [71] . In such large networks, it is unlikely that any single individual has a global view of the overall organization of the transportation network as a whole. For instance, no individual will likely know the size of the network, or how many individuals are in the colony. These are 'extensive properties' that scale with the size of the system: as the system becomes large compared with the size of an individual, no single individual can assess them directly. However, individuals can get information about the properties of the network by using the ratio between two extensive properties: these ratios are intensive properties that can be assessed on a local basis [72] . For example, the ratio between the number of individuals and the size of a nest is the average density. Many insect societies use density as a signal to regulate the size of their nest. Individuals that experience a high local density of neighbours are induced to perform actions, such as digging new chambers, with the result that the size of the nest matches the space requirements of the entire colony (e.g. [73, 74] ). Traffic is another intensive property that corresponds to the ratio between the number of individuals walking on a path, and the length of the path itself. Traffic can be signalled by pheromone concentration, direct encounters with other trail users or from the characteristics of the trail, and corresponds to the network measure of betweenness centrality introduced above.
As the traffic along an edge is proportional to its betweenness centrality, improving the conductivity of edges with high betweenness results in reduced travelling times along the many paths between various destinations that transit across high betweenness edges. Knowing the rate of traffic over a particular section of trail can help animals perform local adjustments to network topology which affect network performance at the global scale. The reinforcement mechanism used by Ma et al. [48] to model the formation of biological transportation networks is also essentially an amplification mechanism based on random walk betweenness.
User behaviour 4.1. Route selection and traffic control
In human networks, it has long been recognized that the behaviour of network users can have profound (and sometimes unexpected) effects on network efficiency. This fact is illustrated beautifully by 'Braess's paradox' [75, 76] . Imagine a road network populated by drivers trying to reach their destination using the shortest path. Since roads have become congested, engineers decide to increase network capacity by adding an extra super-fast road. Intuitively, we might predict that such an action would decrease congestion along the network, however, the opposite occurs: adding an extra link can actually increase individual travel times. This counterintuitive finding results from the selfish behaviour of drivers; upon learning of a new, super-fast route, the majority of drivers choose the new route over the older route, resulting in increased congestion.
Similar to human drivers, animals travelling along a transportation network must make choices about which route to take. In a classic experiment, Dussutour et al. [77] forced ants (Laisius niger) to move across a diamond-shaped bridge linking their nest to a food source. When ant densities were low, the ants exploited a single branch, but as densities rose, the ants began exploiting the second branch. This switch from asymmetrical to symmetrical path use allowed ants to maintain an optimal flow rate despite greatly increased traffic. The mechanism allowing the optimal distribution of traffic appears to be driven by head-on collisions or 'pushes' from nestbound ants which redirect food-bound ants towards the second branch when densities are high [77] . This multidirectional flow contrasts sharply with the segregation into discrete one-dimensional lanes observed in army ants, where inbound foragers carrying food occupy the centre of the foraging column, while outgoing, un-laden ants move along the flanks [78] . A similar three-lane arrangement is observed in termites, and to a lesser degree in several species of leafcutter ants and wood ants (reviewed in [79] ). By segregating traffic into lanes, ants can increase the capacity of trails by reducing the number of time-consuming head-on collisions.
The behaviour of trail users can have a significant impact on the efficiency of a trail network. In several ant species, the task of harvesting is divided such that larger ants cut vegetation fragments, while smaller ants carry the fragments back to the nest [80, 81] . On larger trails, carrying is divided between two and five carrier ants, each of which carries the fragment a short distance and then deposits it for another ant to carry [80] . There are two main hypotheses explaining the adaptive value of these 'bucket brigades' or 'transfer chains'. The 'speedy leaf' hypothesis suggests that bucket brigades increase transport speed because slow-moving ants are more likely to relinquish their load to faster moving ants [82] . The speed of ants before transfer tends to be lower than the post-transfer speed, suggesting that ants do indeed pass their loads on to faster moving ants. However, fragments transported by one ant directly from the nest took longer to arrive than did fragments transported by multiple ants. Thus, evidence in favour of the speedy leaf hypothesis is equivocal. The second hypothesis, known as the 'information-transfer hypothesis' proposes that bucket brigades act to increase information-transfer across trail networks, leading to a more rapid build-up of foragers at resources [80] . By dropping fragments along the trail, there is an increased chance that un-informed workers will become aware of the resource, either through contacts with load-carrying nest-mates, or by contact with the fragment itself. In addition, dropping their fragment allows foragers to run back to the resource and continue foraging, thereby increasing the rate at which the pheromone trail is reinforced, presumably leading to a stronger trail and increased rsif.royalsocietypublishing.org J. R. Soc. Interface 11: 20140334 recruitment. Support for the information-transfer hypothesis comes from a study by Röschard & Rosces [83] , which found that ants were more likely to drop high-quality fragments.
Orientation
Transportation networks have a profound impact on the orientation mechanisms used by animals. On the one hand, trails and galleries constitute 'a map of actual size' that channels the movement of the animals directly to relevant destinations. Among the advantages of moving on a trail network is that the animal need not have a complete representation of space, but can instead memorize a list of salient points. The only points where navigational decisions need to be taken are at trail junctions and bifurcations, with the complexity of decision increasing with the number of branches at the junction [84] .
Animals navigating through a network can further simplify these decisions by exploiting a number of cues. One study suggests that ants discriminate between nestbound and outbound trails based on the bifurcation geometry [85] . For most species, the simple tendency of ants to move in a straight direction, in the presence of asymmetric bifurcations, would be sufficient to maintain their orientation towards or away from the nest [86] [87] [88] [89] . In ant foraging trails, the traffic originating from the nest splits across the two branches of a bifurcation. As a consequence, the traffic on the distal branches is always less intense than on the segment of trail closer to the nest. Individuals could potentially use this difference in traffic intensity to discriminate nestbound from outbound trails. Head-on encounters with other individuals moving on the trail can also provide direct information, for instance, by sensing if encountered individuals are carrying food (and are therefore nestbound) [90] .
On the other hand, direction-based navigation (such as following a magnetic compass, for example) can be more difficult when moving on a trail network, for instance when none of the available trails matches the desired direction of movement. Some animals can opportunistically shift from moving freely across the substrate, when directional cues are available, to following the trail network when these same cues are absent, or are difficult to decipher. The slug Limax pseudoflavus follows air-borne chemical cues carried by the wind to find its resting sites, but when the wind direction changes and these cues become unavailable, it begins to orient by following slime trails [91, 92] . The common vole (Microtus arvalis) marks its movement trails with olfactory cues (scent marks) [93] . However, when visual orientation cues are present, it ignores the olfactory trails and prefers to travel directly towards its goal, suggesting that direction-based navigation is prioritized over following chemical trails [93] .
Animals might be adopting heuristic strategies as they move across their transportation network in search of targets: instead of abandoning the network when environmental cues become available, they can stay on the network, but prioritize at every junction the direction that better matches the direction indicated by their internal compass. Reid et al. [94] set up an experiment with ants moving in a complex artificial network of bridges whose topology was dynamically changed during the experiment. In response to these changes, real ants were capable of quickly adjusting their trails to the new maze configuration. Ramsch et al. [95] found in simulations that the ant's ability to rapidly adjust their trails could be explained by a model in which ants combined pheromone based navigation and directional information.
Different animals are sensitive to a variety of environmental cues and can use these cues to navigate through their network. Several species of subterranean rodent, for example, use the Earth's magnetic field to navigate through their burrow networks [96, 97] . Ants and termites can sense gravity [98, 99] , gradients of gas concentrations [100] and temperature [101] , and can use these cues to orient themselves. The Earth's magnetic field [102] and visual landmarks (for an example, see [103] ) also provide cues for navigation. Often, the same cues used for network navigation also act as templates during network construction. Wind direction, for example, plays a role in determining the form of spatial structures built by ants, simply because ants are less likely to pick-up, and more likely to drop their loads downwind of the pile [28] . The nests of the termite species Amitermes meridionalis have a characteristic elongated shape oriented along a north-south direction with the Earth's magnetic field [104] , which is likely reflected in the orientation of galleries internal to the nest.
The effects of environmental factors on network building behaviour potentially allow for mutual adaptations of network configuration and the prevailing navigation strategy of a species. For instance, if an animal can detect the north-south direction with its internal compass, it will find it easier to follow the desired path across a bifurcation if the branches of the bifurcation are oriented along the same north-south axis.
Prospectus
Self-organization phenomena play a large role in shaping the morphology and topology of animal transportation networks. The similarity between trail networks and physical systems such as streams (figure 2) begs an important question: to what extent are network properties the result of natural selection versus being the emergent result of simple physical rules? When confronted with Argentine ant networks that approximate Steiner trees [14] , it is tempting to conclude that evolution has shaped ant behaviour in such a way as to minimize the costs of network construction. However, soap films can also produce Steiner trees [105] , and oil droplets can follow chemical gradients to find the shortest path through a maze [106] . These examples remind us that seemingly 'optimal behaviours' can occur even in the absence of natural selection. Teasing apart the relative roles that adaptation, physical constraints and emergent behaviour play in determining the properties of networks is an on-going challenge. Future theoretical studies are needed to compare in greater detail models of network morphogenesis across the physical and biological domain, and to define the minimal conditions sufficient to reproduce realistic-looking networks. Experimental studies should aim at identifying the specific adaptations and modulations of individual-level behaviour underlying network construction in different animal species and under different environmental constraints. It will be particularly interesting to find examples of animal transportation networks for which the biological optimum cannot be achieved from simple 'physical' energy minimization, but requires specific regulations, which represent real biological adaptations. The study of animal transportation networks would also benefit from a comparison with other biological transportation networks, such as vascular and neural networks, for instance, because in this case the nature of the interactions that underlie network construction is different rsif.royalsocietypublishing.org J. R. Soc. Interface 11: 20140334 (e.g. cell to cell signalling and morphogenetic gradients versus animal interactions), but the biological function is similar (e.g. transporting nutrients or information).
The distinction between cue-based and signal-based network formation puts the focus on the symmetric relationship between investment in network infrastructure and 'altruistic' behaviour. If highly social animals invest in network infrastructure for the other members of the group, and non-social animals do not, it will be particularly interesting to see characterizations of the transportation networks produced by animals with intermediate levels of sociality. Gastropods are an interesting group in this respect, because they face a high cost of network infrastructure (the cost of mucus production; e.g. [107] ) and their networks mediate a number of collective behaviours, such as individual aggregations and mate location [108] . Mammals, which can exhibit different degrees of social behaviour, are also interesting with respect to relating network costs and sociality. Their trails can be highly conspicuous and represent an excellent opportunity to study the topology and use of animal transportation networks, as do the runway systems of small mammals such as voles.
The topological characterizations of transportation networks, in particular of social insects, have often driven researchers to the conclusion that animal transportation networks are extremely efficient when compared with random models. This has clearly generated a lot of initial excitement, because of the apparent contrast with the unplanned, selforganized formation of these networks. However, the study of the topology and geometry of animal networks has the potentiality to provide us with much more information, not only on 'how good' a particular network is, but also on which features the network is optimizing at the expense of other features. For example, we might expect that species building networks in places where the costs of construction are high (say, due to the type of substrate) will minimize cost by reducing trail length. By contrast, species working in environments where trail damage occurs with a high probability should build networks that emphasize robustness. Such differences in network configuration could be genetically determined and species-specific, or groups could instead respond dynamically to factors such as changes in traffic, changes in resource locations/density/distribution, changes in colony size (in the case of social organisms) or the presence of predators or competitors (see [53, 109, 110] ).
Another aspect that is missing from existing characterizations of network topology is the quantification of network efficiency and/or robustness in relation to direct measures of the actual network use. To give an example, if all the traffic through a network is concentrated between two or three major destinations, then the optimal network will be one that favours communication between these particular destinations, and not across all paths in general, as would be predicted in the absence of information about the 'importance' of each destination.
As tracking technologies are progressively improved, it becomes possible to collect increasing amounts of data on the movement of individual animals in their natural environment. For instance, PIT tags have been successfully used to monitor traffic in vole runway systems [111] and GPS tracking helps to collect movement data on progressively smaller animals (reviewed in [112] ). This kind of data has traditionally been used to understand interactions of animals with the environment (e.g. home range studies (e.g. [113] )). In parallel, literature on 'collective motion' has aimed at characterizing the inter-individual interactions that mediate group movement [114, 115] . The current challenge is to understand the simultaneous effects of interactions with neighbours and interactions with the environment (e.g. [116] ). Transportation networks are the physical materialization of simultaneous interactions between an individual, its environment and other animals, and as such deserve a key role in this new field of scientific research.
Animal trails can facilitate inter-species interactions by bringing individuals into contact with one another. Several predators are known to follow the trail systems of ants in order to locate nests [117] , and predatory snails follow the trails of prey species [118] . By mediating interactions between individuals, transportation networks can have substantial impacts on ecological interactions such as predation, herbivory and competition. Leafcutter ants (Atta sp.), for example, are key herbivores in Neotropical ecosystems and their distribution (and resultant effect on vegetation) is determined by their extensive trail networks [109] . Having an efficient trail network can give some species a competitive upper hand: indeed, the ability to rapidly mobilize and distribute their foraging force has been cited as a common characteristic of invasive ant species [119] . Thus, transportation networks have the potential to influence the structure of ecological communities by mediating interactions between conspecifics, competitors and predators.
In addition to ecological interactions across species, transportation networks are also likely to influence the role of individuals within their group. In ants, for instance, it had been hypothesized that division of labour and task specialization might be a direct consequence of the spatial positions that individuals occupy inside the nest, and of the tasks that become available at their locations [120, 121] . Recent studies have mapped the 'social network' of ant colonies (the networks of spatial encounters between individuals), to find that the 'social' associations of an individual closely matched its pattern of occupation of space [122, 123] . The social structure of groups of vertebrates may be more complex than that of ants, but we should remember that in this case as well, the spatial association of individuals is the first pre-requisite before stronger social bonds are formed [120] , and spatial associations are largely determined by the way in which animals use their transportation network and by the properties of the transportation network itself. For example, it has been suggested that the greater complexity of the burrows of communally nesting voles Microtus ochrogaster (relative to the systems built by mating pairs) might explain why these groups can tolerate multiple reproductive individuals within the communal group [124] .
We are in an exciting stage for research on animal transportation networks, in which many scientific questions are ripe for the answering. Mathematical network analysis provides a sufficient level of abstraction to measure and to compare the transportation networks formed by different animal groups, and helps us to formulate increasingly more precise predictions about how these networks are formed and their biological significance. In parallel, the recent advances in tracking technologies allow for the collection of movement data of unprecedented accuracy, making it possible to test theoretical predictions. In the coming years, we will learn a lot more about how transportation networks are built and used by different animals. 
